
Neverbelieve Island in Perilous Plight
 
It’s hard to imagine a world
without the island of
Neverbelieve. Sadly, the island is
under immediate threat and
without your help, the
consequences could be
catastrophic! Will you do your
duty and rise to the challenge?
 

The sacred Moonflower that only grows on Neverbelieve is vital to the
people who live there because it provides one of the universe’s most

amazing fruit. The
polka dot pink and
white berries provide
a balanced diet of
protein and
carbohydrate. This
means that everyone
is well-nourished.
However, this amazing
flower has been
pushed to the brink of
extinction by illegal

harvesting. As a result, the citizens of Neverbelieve are losing their staple
diet and, worryingly, a sacred part of their culture is at risk.
 
Furthermore, the forest
of Windtrees has been
chopped down by illegal
logging companies that
have come from other
planets. They have stolen
the wood and extracted



the precious sap from the Windtrees by crushing the bark until it is
pulped. The sap is used in medicine and is earning these thieves a
fortune, being sold to other planets across the universe.

In addition, Neverbelieve Island is under threat of pollution. Visitors have
left rubbish scattered around our beaches and rare rock turtles are being
killed by microbites of disintegrated plastic.

An overuse of oil-fuelled turbo rockets has caused acid rain that is
destroying the flowers and grasslands. Alarmingly, air pollution has
begun to create an epidemic of breathing problems in our younger
children. This cannot be allowed to continue. We must act before it is too
late and our wonderful Island is ruined.



Habitats are being trampled and our rivers are being poisoned, killing
fish. This state of affairs cannot continue and it is crucial that we work
together in order to protect our Island. No one but a fool would allow
this situation to continue unchallenged. I would urge you to join our fight
to save this unique island. Take immediate steps and call our campaign
line or visit our website – see details below. Remember, you can make a
difference!

Join at our website:  http/Pinklepurrfreedomcampaign.


